• How is the policy enforced by operating managers? Communicating with others is a great way to benchmark with professionals on an international perspective. It is also important to know how to validate the information obtained, and how to search for it on the Internet.
FINDING INFORMATION ON THE NET
In essence, each of these lists and discussion boards allow members or groups of individuals to discuss and share information about issues related to practice and special interests. Most members are asking, "Where can I find resources on a particular subject or practice issue," and "What are the current policies,
• What is being done about department chargebacks for workers' compensation?
Regulatory Compliance
• What information is communicated to employers related to pre-placement physicals in light of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act?
Artificial Nalls In Direct Patient Care • What current policies allow or ban the use of artificial nails in direct patient care or high risk areas? • Should artificial nails be banned across the entire facility? • How is this nail policy being applied to freestanding clinics associated with a hospital?
SAMPLE DISCUSSION TOPICS
Topics raised in the recent discussions have included disability management, regulatory compliance, and use of artificial nails in medical center environments. Following are some of the questions discussed about these topics. l 0ften visit the AAOHN Membership Discussion Board and subscribe to several electronic lists which allow occupational health, safety, case management, and other health professionals to network, share ideas, and gather information. (See the Sidebar for sample lists and discussion boards.) When gathering information, these discussion boards and networking lists allow members to "benchmark" issues, concerns, business practices, and other information. procedures and protocols being used by others?"
ABOUT THE SECTION EDITOR
In today's electronic age, it is effective and efficient to send information by electronic means-email, fax, web posting, and even using the telephone to communicate. Having the correct information to make business decisions is vital as well.
Previous columns have focused on conducting research on the Internet, performing global searches, and finding topical subjects such as human resources, disability management, medical guidelines, interstate practice, and websites of interest in occupational safety and health.
It is important to not only benchmark through the use of the various association discussion forums and email lists (listservs), but also to conduct targeted searches on the Internet for information necessary for practice. 
CONDUCTING THE SEARCH
Using AOL's search feature, which is enhanced by Google, I used the search phrase, "artificial nails policy hospitals." More than 100 high quality websites addressing the issue were located in just the first four pages returned in the search. Using Google.com and the same MARCH 2004, VOL. 52, NO.3 search phrase, more than 5,800 "hits" were returned, almost mirroring the AOL search. The general consensus is that artificial nails are banned when performing direct patient care.
The world of unlimited information is just a few clicks away. It is important to use key words to nar-row the search. Know how to access key professional group's services such as member discussion boards, listservs, and other electronic resources. Don't forget, the best sources of occupational health nursing practice information are available at www.aaohn.org!
